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Abstract- One of the main challenges of blind signature algorithms is their high computational complexity. In order to overcome this problem, 
a novel scheme is proposed which is a modified version of Elgamal digital signature. Moreover, this algorithm guarantees a high security dur-
ing the signing process.  
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Introduction 

Blind signature is a kind of digital signature that should have some 
properties such as enforceability, unlikability and untracibility [13]. 
The enforceability provides the signer to be the only one who pro-
duces a valid sign. The unlikability property forms the sign such 
that only the requester can make a relation between the protocol 
and sign. Also, blind signature should have the untracibility proper-
ty which assures the requester not being tracked by the signer. 
Blind signature algorithms are used in many applications such as E
-voting [5,11], E-payment [6, 7] and the data base security [2]. In 
this paper a new blind signature is offered to reduce the complexity 
of signing process. The proposed scheme is also provide a high 
security during the process. The first blind signature was presented 
by Chaum, et al. [1] And was based on Rivest, Shamir, Adleman 
(RSA) digital signature which suffered from chosen plain text at-
tack. From another side, Elgamal [3] proposed a digital signature 
which is still a state of art algorithm for cryptography. Then, Al-
seyyed, et al. [8] offered a new blind signature based on Elgamal 
digital signature which has been attacked and lost its security. Ibra-
him, et al. [10] Presented an E-voting system based on blind signa-
ture. In their system, voter's privacy is guaranteed by using both 
blind and digital signatures to increase the authentication and con-
fidentiality. Xenakis, et al. [9] Explore the security related proce-
dures that are required for the successful development and deploy-
ment of electronic voting in legally-binding government elections. In 
view of the increased complexity of the e-voting processes which 
can involve multi-channel e-voting options and the increase in the 
number of agents involved in the administration of E-elections. 

They relate procedural security to the need for transparent alloca-
tion of responsibilities among the different agents and used a blind 
signature to gain that. Jena, et al. [12] Presented a novel Blind 
Signature Scheme (BSS) based on Nyberg-Rueppel Signature 
Scheme (NRSS) using Elliptic Curve Discrete Logarithm Problem 
(ECDLP). This algorithm is employed in off line digital cash pay-
ments [12] which can be easily extended to E-voting application. 
Cetinkaya, et al. [13] formal definitions of security requirements for 
cryptographic voting protocols (privacy, eligibility, uniqueness, fair-
ness, receipt-freeness, accuracy, and individual verifiability) were 
provided, and elaborate checklists for each requirement were pre-
sented. The Voting problem is clearly defined in terms of security 
requirements. The voting problem arises from the trade-off be-
tween receipt-freeness and individual verifiability. His research 
suggests the Predefined Fake Vote scheme as an applicable solu-

tion to overcome the voting problem [13].  

Furthermore, Junjie, et al. [14] Illustrated a new identity-based 
proxy blind signature scheme which satisfies unforgeability, non-
repudiation, blindness, unlinkability and other security requirements 

of proxy blind signatures and produced less traffic [14]. 

Here, a new algorithm is designed based on Elgamal method to 
improve the security and complexity of blind signature. As follow in 
the second part Elgemal digital signature and Elsayed Blind signa-
ture will be explained; in the Third part a modified new digital signa-
ture based on Elgemal Digital signature will be represented and 
using that a new blind signature shall be offered and would be 

analyzed. 
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Elgamal Digital and Blind Signature 

In this part Elgamal Digital Signature [3] will be described and base 
on that the Elsayed Blind Signature will be represented which is 

covered by Elgamal digital signature. 

Elgamal Digital Signature 

Elgemal digital signature was presented in 1985 for the first time. 

This scheme is a non-deterministic model which means a data can 

have many different signs. In this way, first a prime number and 

a generator value are chosen. The other parameter of 

the Elgamal algorithm is which are the pub-

lic keys and α is a primary key. 

Signing 

For signing a data like first is randomly chosen and 

the signing process is preformed as which 

are defined as follows: 

   (1) 

    (2) 

Where are signer’s private keys and are the signs 

of the data. 

Verifying 

To confirm a verifier, the following process should be carried out. If 

the equation works properly, then the verifier approves 

the sign unless it is not a valid sign. 

Elsayed Blind Signature 

Elsayed,, et al. [8] proposed a blind signature schemes which are 
based on Elgamal signature. There are three phases in their 

schemes explained as follows: 

Initialization Phase 

The requester chooses two random numbers k and h such as that 

and where p is a large prime number. 

Next, the requester computes and where g is 

a primitive element of p. Finally, the requester sends to the sign

-er to be signed. 

Signing Phase 

After receiving the blind data the signer generates a blind 

signature from such that: 

   (3) 

Unblinding Phase 

The requester receives the message m and its signature s which is 

signed by the signer as follows. 

   (4) 

  (5) 

A verifier can validate the message m and signature us ing 

the following equation. 

     (6) 

In Elsayed schemes, the parameter k is chosen randomly and r is 

computed by the requester. When the requester received the blind 

signature due to the parameter r, k, and m' are known to 

the requester. The requester can derive the signer's privacy key x 

from as follows. 

(7) 

The requester can make a counterfeit signature with signer's pri-

vate key. Therefore, Elsayed blind signature scheme is insecure. 

A New Digital and Blind Signature 

In this part two novel algorithms are presented. The proposed 
schemes can be considered as a modified version of Elgamal sig-

nature. 

New Digital Signature 

In this algorithm, there is no need to determine the inverse of any 
parameters which makes the process simpler and also enlarge the 

search space for the attackers. 

Signing 

To sign the data first is chosen randomly such as El-

gamal signing process but (δ,γ) are defined differ from Elgamal's 

one. In the proposed algorithm the δ,γ are determined as follows: 

   (8) 

     (9) 

So are the signer's private keys and (δ,γ) are the signs for x.  

Verifying 

If the following equation is satisfied, a verifier accepts the sign for 
the data  

   (10) 

Proof: 

 

Such that: 

    (11) 

New Blind Signature Scheme 

By using the above digital signature, in this part, a novel blind sig-
nature is proposed which not only increase the security but also 
decrease the complexity of calculation in blind signature. To prove 
the scheme mathematically, four phases should be considered; 

blinding, signing, unblinding, verifying  

Blinding 

Consider a requester blinds the data as below by choosing 
randomly 

    (12) 

Where is the blind message and h is a random factor. Finally 

is sent to the signer. 
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Signing 

The signer receives and chooses a random number 

to calculate   

    (13) 

     (14) 

Then the signer sends as a blind signature to the requester.  

Unblinding 

In this step the requester generates the digital signature from 

the blind signature which he received from the signer as fol-

lows:  

    (15) 

Where are the signatures for x. 

Proof: 

 

Verifying 

The verifying is done by the following formula: 

    (16) 

Analyses 

Compare to Chaum signature scheme, the proposed blinding 
phase has less computational complexity and is much faster be-
cause only an adding operator is employed while RSA blind signa-
ture need a powering and a multiplying operators. The verifying 
phase of the proposed blind signature is slower than Chaum's blind 
signature consequently; run time of the proposed algorithm is slow-
er than that of the Chaum. Nevertheless, the essential need of a 
blind signature is its security which Chaum blind signature suffers 
from the chosen plain text attack while the proposed blind signa-
ture is robust to the mentioned attack. The converted DDS [4] blind 
signature unblinding stage contains multiplying, exponential func-
tion and an inverted operator while the proposed algorithm just 
uses multiplying and adding operators. Beside the algorithm does 
not need to invert the factor k or any other parameters which 
means every number can be used for all parameters which makes 
it harder to be attacked. The new blind signature has just five oper-
ating stages which makes it a low computational cost algorithm 
compare to its rivals. In addition of low computational cost, it has a 
high security which has been taken form ElGamal mathematics. 
Therefore, this algorithm can be used as a safe algorithm in e-
voting and e-payment protocols because of its simplicity and high 

security properties. 
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